
Dear Harvest Partner,

In this informative letter we will continue our Black Horse Rider series. But before we do, we’ll put a
little foundation for this rider. The U.S. and the world has entered into the most severe fire season in
modern history. Fires are still raging in California and Oregon – estimated to be more than 3 million
acres this year and the drought is continuing at a tremendous pace. All lakes are at their lowest levels
including at the Hoover Dam. It has its all-time low in its history. There is great concern whether there
will be adequate drinking water for the Western U.S. – also for growing the crops, creating food shortages.
Already in some countries there are serious food shortages. As you well know when you go the store,
inflation is rising at a much steeper rate than what the government is saying. As I was writing this
letter we have catastrophic weather taking place across the world. Floods like never seen before with
many lives lost and damage in the billions of dollars. Droughts in Iraq, Syria and the Middle East – The
Euphrates and Tigris Rivers are reaching all-time lows. Iraq has water shortages and so many people
displaced during the war and finding it hard to find decent water. – The two rivers mentioned are coming
to where the hydro-electric power they create will soon come to an end. Now one can see the foundation
for the black horse rider leading to inflationary depression.

Now to continue the Black Horse Rider we’ll start with a little more foundation on the White Horse
Rider that leads to the Red Horse Rider, which continues on to the Black Horse Rider. – Rev. 6:1-8, so
there will be no doubt. Now a few lines from Neal Frisby’s library:

1. THE WHITE HORSE reveals how satan deceived people in every age using religion as a front
(impersonating the truth) to get things in his hand and then change like Judas and inaugurate a savage
reign of terror! After he conquers through his White Horse (false doctrine) he then rides the Red Horse
and slaughters all who disagree!

2. THE RED HORSE shows how satan took peace from the earth in every age through wars and also
mainly martyring many Christians in the dark ages!

3. THE BLACK HORSE not only reveals famine for food down through the ages and again at the end,
but shows a famine for the Word of God through the ages and how satan received wealth for prayer
through the false Church! This will repeat again under the anti-Christ at the end for food and religion.
(mark) The Pale Horse shows that all finally culminate (unites all three horse spirits) together in the Pale
Horse (Rev. 6:8). End quote.

Brother Frisby once wrote in prophecy that “outside sources would take this country down.” Elite,
rich men and an individual are behind this to finance all this trouble. One of the elite individuals said,
“The United States has to go, it’s the trouble-maker of the world”, and has financed over 200 groups in the
U.S. including politicians, professors and groups that do not believe in the original foundation for the
United States. All of the riots last year were financed by outside sources to destroy our country. Under
all of the political decisions that have been made they have done more to destroy the foundation of the
U.S. than all predecessors before them. This is where the elites and their corrupt financing has led to
disastrous conditions for our country at this time. – There are people not working and businesses shut
down and now homeless populations are escalating at a record pace, especially in California. – In the next
series we will continue more on the Black Horse Rider that leads to the Great Tribulation.

I am releasing a wonderful New Book called “The Seed of Faith” with additional sermons in it that
you won’t want to miss. Also a DVD “Stress Factor.” – This is the hour to do all we can. The age in
finishing up swiftly and you have a great part in it. I’ll be praying for you and your loved ones. May
God’s wisdom and blessings be with you.
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